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Abstract
The trend of teaching reading comprehension has shifted the gear from cognitive development to metacognitive orientation and Reading Group activity is one way to foster knowledge constructions and meaning-making in the scheme of metacognition. Reviewing the theoretical foundations of reading group activities, this article theoretically addresses how a reading group can promote individual L2 readers' metacognitive reading strategies. This article emphasizes the importance of implementing a reading group to support second language readers to self-regulate their metacognitive reading strategies by planning, monitoring, and evaluating an academic reading text. Further, this article elaborates on adapting principles in setting up reading group activities, based on the authors' L2 teaching practices. Finally, recommendations and directions for future studies are also provided.
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Introduction
Reading in groups is believed to be beneficial for developing individual student’s metacognitive reading strategies. When reading in groups, students develop their 'internalization of social interaction' (Presley et al., 1992). In interacting, they remediate the meaning of a written text, and therefore, they are given the opportunities to take the role to develop strategic independence (Seravallo, 2010). In academic reading, reading group activities have been long applied to employ metacognitive strategy practices. However, to effectively implement and scaffold individuals' use of metacognitive strategies, it is important to elaborate more on why and how reading groups can be applied in L2 classrooms, especially for academic reading.

This article describes how reading group activities can foster metacognitive strategic development. In the next sections, we explain the theoretical foundations of a reading group and
metacognitive reading strategy. Then, we provide several principles as a reflection of implementing academic reading group activities.

**Literature Review**

In helping students applying the reading strategies, Tregaskes and Daines (1989) emphasize that teachers should make "... students aware of their own learning processes' (p.53). In this way, Phakiti (2008) conceptualizes metacognition as a deliberate analysis of how a reader engages with a text by planning, evaluating, and monitoring. Tregaskes and Daines (1989) further point out that the metacognitive reading strategy can be facilitated if a reader can resolve how he/she grasps meaning, associates ideas provide a reason, and concludes to retain the information from a reading text. This means that metacognitive strategies can be made possible by raising students' awareness of their own thinking processes (Yuksel and Yuksel, 2011).

The need to promote metacognitive reading strategy is based on the fact that learning requires learners to change their perspective from what Barahal (2008) explains as '…shifted in thinking about thinking and became more aware of the importance of deep thinking' (p.298). Barahal further argues that teachers always want their students to think critically, but they sometimes cannot identify their students' thinking process since "thinking is invisible" (p.298). In other words, teachers cannot always understand or predict what is in their students' minds during the reading activity. Since thinking skills should be taught and trained by teachers at schools, group work learning activities are highly recommended to facilitate communicative strategies and learning strategies. Fung and Howe (2014) highlight that group work fosters critical thinking skill development that contributes to students' academic achievement when teachers actively and helpfully assist them in responding to a reading text or an oral presentation critically. As a result, there is an urgent need to train teachers to facilitate students to think about thinking in their classroom activities.

For this reason, Seravallo (2010) highlights that reading in a small group is beneficial since the activity is efficient, goal-oriented, and promoting teamwork. Reading in a group is a good idea for managing large classes and to save time rather than individual reading tasks and evaluation. It is also a goal-oriented activity which is not only to develop individual student's reading skills but also to fit in the curriculum issues where both teacher and learners are responsible for deciding learning experiences and learning objectives and determining strategies practice which is beneficial to both learners as a learning group member and learners as an individual (Presley, et al., 1989). Besides, the reading group also promotes teamwork enhancement (Eckel et al., 1999).
The idea of grouping students, especially in higher-level education, has long been introduced by many universities since the 1990s. Eckel et al. (1999) note that the reading group has been suggested as an effective solution to keep up with the world's transformation and knowledge evolution. When students engage with updated information from their reading, they could increase their knowledge and understanding about what is happening in the current time. Also, both learners and teachers will engage in dialogic interaction, which is claimed as a better insight to provide more opportunities for ideas sharing and investigating (Applebee et al., 2003). Reading teachers can assist the students in perceiving and filtering the information and discussing it with the student.

According to Eckel, Kezar, and Lieberman (1999), the reading group is essential and has answered the emergent higher education problems when dealing with innovations to teaching and learning requirements. This contention is basically poked around the idea that by sharing knowledge in groups, different parties are engaged within a specific topic to deeply analyze, share, and most importantly, solve problems. Maine and Hoffman (2016) call attention to reading group activities to promote joint construction of meaning-making in extracting information from a reading text. They noted that different studies had been conducted to analyze the correlation between reading groups' activity towards either …' expressive or critical-analytical stances' (p. 46). The result suggests reading group as an applicable involvement of both teacher and students discussions, which have been the basics for individual reasoning for a latter decision to use metacognitive reading strategy.

Discussion

Related to the above-mentioned consideration and our experiences in researching metacognitive reading strategies, we propose several adapting principles of reading group activities in L2 contexts, promoting the development of metacognitive reading strategies.

**Principle 1. Provide opportunities for self-regulated learning experiences.** The first thing to consider in raising students' awareness about their own ways of thinking is by giving them chances to propose their own learning experiences. Many studies confirm that L2 readers are less aware of what reading strategies they need to employ when dealing with reading texts in the target language (Hong-Nam, 2014; Jou, 2015). Kuhn (2000) and Sheorey and Mokhtary (2001) contend that L2 readers often reflect on what comes to their mind before, during, and after reading. This is useful to utilize a metacognitive reading strategy where the planning phase or before reading activity is scaffolded through self-regulated learning.


**Principle 2. Encourage systematic reflection points.** Many reading group activities adapted to the higher education learning system have focused on the benefits of knowledge construction and community support (Eckel et al., 1999; Fung and Howe, 2014). With the L2 learners, a pivotal aspect to think about is to encourage reflection towards a reading text and the strategy that they employ during reading. Based on our experience of implementing reading group activity, we designed a reading template where students have rooms to reflect on their initial reaction to the content they are reading and possible questions raised towards the given text.

**Principle 3. Promote the integration of academic literacy (read to write).** It is also important to note that L2 readers should expand their academic literacy skills in the target language. By having them read and discuss in groups, students are scaffolded to conceptualize knowledge and construct meanings. This will, then, possibly benefit when they internalize their reading purposes (after the reading phase) to other aspects of academic literacy skill development, including writing. Maine and Hoffman (2015) highlight this as the phase of ‘…expressive or critical-analytical stances’ (p. 46). With this phase, what we do with our reading group activity is having the students write 2 paragraph-summary and outline the key conclusion of a text.

**Principle 4. Stimulate the concept of deep thinking.** Teaching students to think about their own thinking has been argued to be difficult (Barahal, 2008). Nevertheless, learning in groups can activate thinking about one’s own thinking. This could be made visible by having students discuss in their reading group how their background knowledge or experience about a given topic is correlated to a reading text. Furthermore, when reading and discussing their points of view in a group, students are given opportunities to consider the similarities and differences of their point of view (Presley et al., 1992; Presley and Gaskins, 2006). This will allow the development of critical thinking. Moreover, encouraging students to raise questions about reading text gaps is also crucial in stimulating conscious thinking about employed reading strategies.

**Principle 5. Advocate the importance of strategic independence.** Another influential aspect of strategy training is to let the individual uses the strategies independently. Seravallo (2010) highlights that reading group activities facilitate strategic independence by promoting focus discussion in which learners take the role of either a facilitator or a reader in a reading group. To provide an example from our class, students are assigned weekly as facilitators and readers. A facilitator is responsible for planning the reading group activities, including choosing an article or chapter of a book and lead the discussion of a given weekly topic. Both member and facilitator are responsible to individually fill in a reading template which questions and requires reflection of individual metacognitive reading approach. By having students read individually and fill in the
reading template, it is hoped that students can independently and consciously use such strategies in dealing with an academic text in the future.

Table 1. Sample Reading Template

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Citation* details:</th>
<th>Reflection points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Summary</strong></td>
<td><strong>Reflection points</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outline the purpose of the reading (e.g., a research paper, investigation, review)</td>
<td>What was your initial reaction to the content of this reading?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provide a summary of the reading in no more than 2 paragraphs</td>
<td>How does this reading support your understanding of the topic?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explain briefly the research methodology, which is used in the study?</td>
<td>What were the strengths of this reading?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>What were the weaknesses of this reading (methodological, theoretical, other)?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>What questions does this reading leave you with?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Conclusion

This paper has elaborated on the benefits of reading group activities by promoting metacognitive strategy when a reader approaches an academic text. These employed strategies emphasize planning, monitoring, and evaluating. In particular, we have reviewed studies and the underpinning theories in implementing reading groups in the context of L2 readers. Based on this study's findings, we recommend five adopting principles that may be considered when designing reading group activities for L2 readers. These proposed principles accentuate the need to promote self-regulate, critical thinking, academic literacy, and independent strategy, useful for before, during, and after reading phases.

Some issues have been raised from the explanation that needs to be explored in detail. Therefore, it is suggested that future studies can draw closer inquiries to the following areas:
1. A quantitative study to figure out how reading group activity affects L2 readers' individual metacognitive reading strategy.

2. A study to analyze how the proposed principles can be put into action in real classrooms and what challenges teachers and students face in L2 learning contexts.

3. A study to deeply investigate individual L2 reader's progress in employing metacognitive reading strategy independently.

Finally, this paper has argued that some advantages can be utilized by implementing reading group activities to enhance L2 readers' metacognition and promote knowledge construction and meaning-making in general. Therefore, it is hoped that more future studies will focus on reading group activity and metacognitive strategy.
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